Exclusive to Interpon® Powder Coatings, the tactile finish of Sablé™ Core Ten™ mimics the textured, rustic and distinctive appearance of corten steel.

Ideal for both internal and external use, this increasingly popular design finish can now be achieved with the additional performance, decorative and protective benefits of powder coatings.

The Sablé™ Core Ten™ single coat finish eliminates the disadvantages of continued weathering and unattractive staining steel is prone to, with guaranteed UV performance and damage resistance provided by our 15 year global guarantee for D2015 technology*.

Applications

Suitable for application over a variety of metals such as aluminium, steel and galvanised steel, Sablé™ Core Ten™ is ideal for the protection and decoration of a wide range of applications including but not limited to:

- Perforated panels
- Feature panels
- Fencing
- Interior and exterior furniture
- Window and door frames
- Garden features and furniture
- Shelving
- Racking

With its incredible versatility, high damage resistance and exterior durability Sablé™ Core Ten™ is a cost effective, environmentally friendly alternative to corten steel.
Color Range

Available in one stock shade (GX350A) in our class leading D1000 technology, two additional shades are available made to order, a lighter version, Core Ten FL (GX351A), and a darker shade, Core Ten FD (GX352A).

For increased weathering resistance and guaranteed performance supported by our global 15 year warranty*, Core Ten is also available as a made to order product in D2015 technology, ideal for prolonged, harsh exterior environments.

Technical advice

Interpon Powder Coatings recommends the application of PZ550 or PZ790 zinc primer over steel to enhance corrosion resistance of powders such as GX350A.

Interpon also has a range of Steelplex and Metaplex warranties for mild steel applications. Why not speak to an Interpon representative to determine the right system for your application requirements.

Contact details

For more information, please refer to the Interpon D1000 GX350A Technical Data Sheet or contact our Customer Service Team on 1800 630 516.